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estimated 10 million Mustangs have rolled off Ford plants. As drivers young and old rekindle
their love for this American classic, demand for parts like Ford Mustang tail lights will only
continue to grow. Rear-end collisions often result in one or more busted tail lights. Most
vehicles undergo tail light replacement after a fender bender. Their location above the rear
bumper makes them prone to breaking as a result of car collisions and minor parking accidents.

Your headlights and tail lights are activated by the same switch. Therefore, the two should turn
on simultaneously. If your headlights are working fine but your tail lights fail to illuminate, you
may be facing an issue with its electrical system. There could be a problem with delivering
power to your tail lights or a faulty switch could be causing the failure. A busted tail light bulb is
also a possible culprit. Halogen light bulbs are known to burn out faster than LEDs. This will
save you the trouble of having to take your car for repairs within days of replacing just one tail
light. Flickering or dim tail lights is another sign of either an electrical wiring issue or a bulb that
is nearing the end of its lifecycle. Worn out or damaged seals on the tail light housing can cause
moisture to accumulate inside the tail light. It can also expose the bulb and internal wiring to the
elements, causing the lens cover to become obscured and electrical components to fail over
time. This compromises the visibility of your tail lights, increasing the risk of a rear-end
collision on dark roads and highways. There have been six generations of the Ford Mustang,
each carrying tail lights of varying styles and sizes. These are sold individually, in sets of two,
or as part of a kit. Simply plug in the correct year, make, and model on the search tab to browse
through our selection of compatible parts. Installing clear tail lights in a Ford Mustang,
especially on older models, is a great style enhancement because it doesn't compromise the
classy style of the vehicle. Clear tail lights are very popular nowadays, because they add a Euro
feel to the car. Some people like plain clear tail lights, but some prefer applying tinted films on
them. It is very important to remember though, that tail lights are required to emit only red light.
If planning on customizing the tail lights, always verify what's legal and what's not. Another way
to improve the tail lights is by using high-intensity discharge bulbs or LED bulbs. Compared to
the traditional filament bulbs, these modern lighting fixtures are three times brighter. One of the
most common causes why the tail lights in Ford Mustang get broken is busted bulbs. In most
cases, the bulbs fail because they've been used for a long time. It's pretty normal for the
filaments in these bulbs to burn out. That's why regular replacement is important to ensure their
proper functioning. Another usual cause is poor electrical connection. In Ford Mustang, the tail
lights receive electric current once the driver stepped on the brake pedal. When the wire
connections between these components are damaged, the tail lights won't work properly. The
third cause is a blown out fuse. The tail lights will definitely not work when the fuse responsible
for them gets busted. By replacing the bad parts with a new one, all problems get fixed. There
are several fuses that need inspection when the tail lights are not functioning properly. The
fuses in a Mustang are located inside the fuse box, which is under the right-side hood. The stop
lamp fuse is the first one that needs inspection. It's labeled as number one, and it is located at
the left bottom-most part of the fuse box. Next is the tail lamp switch labeled as number four. In
case these fuses are blown out, replace them immediately to fix the problem. Both of these
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